A mere and silly elite's prestige has been causing this world toward hell. 2013/5/7

As for whole,what has been intercepting political progression toward better ?.
Now climate crisis has been going toward mass extinction hell.The effective counter
measure needs new global regime with abolishing wasteful civilization-itself
civilization-itself(revolution).
It is nothing ,but fear for the capitalism elite's status decline, which turned to conspire
operation ENDGAME toward doomsday by the hounorable and haughty elites.
As holy scripts and Marx told, class struggle is certainly kernel in history progression and
capitalism now turned to be a cancer leading us toward painful hell.They are persons who
never can admit own outrageous failures of capitalism with technology and without
repentance . A mere and silly elite's prestige against God(justice,truth,philanthropy
toward stable social order)has been causing this world hell.
[１]：Climate & Economy the W collapse has been leading us toward Hell.
Now is not time to spare any local problems,but must be concentrate on emergent and
global one as this theme.Then, each of us should consider what is superior and rational to
do for the whole and own. Let's begin by the troublesome ideology problem at first.
An estabished soci
ety has been being conse
⑴A
society
conserrved by witch hunt device
device..
This is the most serious main theme for us at now.The fact is supremely inconvenient
for the capitalism regime which could not be without consuming huge oil.However this can
not be nothing,but exact scientifical fact.Simply to tell,modern civilization with massive oil
consuming is over., or we would be extincted within decades.
http://www.777true.net/From-the-Point-of-No-Return-to-the-Final-Catastrophe-Point.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf

Then the most important point is possibility of counter measure against the collapse.
total bond" may be obvious for everyone,but any economics text
Also note "total debt
debt＝total
never refer the fact.Thereby,now America had become the worst debt nation in the world.
As the consequence,2008 bankraptcy occurred and the situation become worse at now.
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/100-million-poor-people-in-america-and-39other-facts-about-poverty-that-will-blow-your-mind
Coarsely to tell as the observed reality,free capitalism in economy growing phase could do
well,while in down turn phase,it could not do well,but worsen the situation.A coarse saying
idea is public servant-nization of most nation people
people(insurance on minimum livelihood),
and company employ them without salary,
salary,and with some bonus,but larger tax only.

construction and reconstruction of industry structure become ease without
Thereby,construction
pain of massive layoff and with chance of personal trade-in.

However once considering effective counter measure against climate change is more than
80% CO2 reduction,most of people must engage agriculture without oil and new energy
industry,
industry,........This is nothing,but global revolution to survive in the W collapse.

In this warning report.I could not help to refer shame aspects of USA now. In an established
entrepreneur society,especially in USA the most prosperous nation established by oil in the
past,they seem not to confess the reality, but deny and neglect. A constrain of a society
toward members is sometime too strong,so they could not change.

In a too conservative

society(which has been being conserved due to some success story at least for ruler,or
without success,any society could not survive),a heterodoxy is always a target as witch hunt.
Perhaps,the mood has been strongly ruling in USA the witch hunt nation. In the past,
communism and now climate warning has become witch in USA.

"society the distrusting others".
http://www.777true.net/Way-for-Change-is-unique-to-be-determined-by-a-Logic.pdf
America(and Japan)now has been in terrible mental disease.Although any person and any
nation has more or less two face of Angel and Satan,

't you trust Presiden
⑵Can
Can't
Presidentt Barack Obama ??!!
http://www.whitehouse.gov/state-of-the-union-2013

Or we can choose to believe in the overwhelming judgment of science -- and act
's too late
before it
it's
late...................................................................
.................................................................But if Congress won't act
(I will) direct my Cabinet to come up
soon to protect future generations, I will. I will
will(I
with executive actions we can take
take, now and in the future, to reduce pollution,
prepare our communities for the consequences of climate change
change, and speed the
transition to more sustainable sources of energy
energy.
As the president strongly had told so,we(scientists and people)must endeavor to cooperate
with his noble oblige will.Especially scientists society emergently declare uniqueness of
scientifical facts and then business society must change their form to adapt the strategy.
Doomsday of fireball earth by Arctic Methane Catastrophe
⑶Doomsday
Catastrophe..
http://www.ameg.me/ameg.pdf
"A runway effect.... At that point,it is completely out of our control in the sense that even if
humans stopped emitting more green house gases,the release of the trapped carbon

material(methane clathrate) just"run way".We don't know exactly what temperature this is
going to occur,but as we go to warmer and warmer temperatures,-4,5,6 degrees
Centigrade-many scientist are feeling that this may really kick in,we can not go there......."
Nobel Laureate and US Energy Secretary Steven Chu,on permafrost feecbak.

ich can we opt ??
[２]：Then ,wh
,which
Conclusionaly to tell,climate scientists know deadly facts well,and also economists know the
difficulties in their tasks. The problem in both field has common decisive bottle neck
neck,the
capitalism regime for the global elites eugenists.The essential counter measure against
climate change is more than 80%CO2 reduction which never could be realized without
global revolution,while the decisive astronomical debt could not be solved without vanishing
correspondent amount of bond(debt＝bond in zero sum theorem).The chronic jobless in
a completion of capitalism in
chronic ressesion is due to the matured civilization-itself(a
material civilization
civilization).
The meaning is that once we looked around home where many wasteful goods are full-filled
with difficulty of scrapping.This is an end of commercialism the over doing.Especially
considering climate crisis due to carbon fuel huge consumption in the regime,this is fatal
defect of capitalism regime that could not correct own fatal failure.
So the overcoming would need something revolutional. However,the stubborn conservative
the Bilderberg Group
entrepreneur elites(the
Group)could not accept the fact of era change which
would have leaded them fatal decline.Then they took a survival strategy called operation
ENDGAME
ENDGAME. It is very ugly.
Thereby,what must we do ?!
⑴Thereby,what

revolution is more terrible than defeating war
As for ruler,revolution
war(F.Konoe, a former member of
Japanese Emperor family at the war time era)
Option1:
Option1:the eugenic ideology of conserving now regime to encounter final catastrophe .
This is also called "operation EndGame "to final survival struggling.

For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to
live forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX
JONES reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME
ENDGAME.
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

If the regime status quo would have been being conserved,the W collapse would cause the
world hell of strong poverty ,famine with frequent regional wars toward extremely ugly final
survival game at anywhere in the world.The ENDGAME was initiated by top elites on
CIA-military industry complex who are successor of NAZIS the eugenist cult
cult.
http;//www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf

Conclusionaly to tell,they seems to take suicides.Because doomsday of fireball earth by
Arctic Methane Catastrophe would not allow anyone survive<⑶⒞>.That is a strategy of
own defeating.
Muhh..Why ?.They are too high pride one who will never accept declining to be poor.
"Once one die,it is mere to become bones,so one should do anything they wish in life".
This is told a song of "skull and bones
bones" the secret society who are against God.
Note skull and bones Bush(9/11 inside job terror)family is kinship with Imperial UK,
UK,who and
Rockefeller in USA are top leader of Bilderbergers(members of nobility ,imperial family and
ultra rich the hereditary in EU and USA).They has been conspiring to hide climate crisis by
threatening and bribing political leaders and scientists concerned.
http;//www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
It is painful fact that IPCC the UN organization does not work,but which must be overcomed
by NGO endeavoring.For vanity at now,it is outrageously absurd to be silent on coming
terrible poverty by decisively coming terrible climate collapse,unless any counter measure.
Option2:OPERATION GLOBAL RAMADAN.
This is an idea to global surviving in coming climate collapse world to counter measure.
but not impossible
It is very tough to implement,but
impossible.If we suceeded,a coming world in 2nd next
generation would be heaven for ever by great global reconciliation
reconciliation.
http;//www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
http;//www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf

Also logic the science supreme had succeeded to prove being of God,so we must be with
God whose the most strong and simple teach is "people must co-live !! ".
http;//www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
People who could see nothing,but only the glory past would hate this OPERATION,
while people who could see hell future would absolutely recommend this !!!.
<In order to verify this most fatal theme,one must ask all climate scientists and ones who
could know cruel reality of coming climate collapse world !!!>.
People in general will not accept what they judge too inconvenient for them
them.
Climate Hell of strong floods,hurricane,tornado and long years draught without foods and

fresh water is likely not recognized by people in massive synchronous paralysing in life of
full filled dairy goods.

After all,fail or success of the operation would entirely depend on various technologies.
This is substantially work of IPCC
IPCC(UN organization for climate change),however,they could
not accomplish,but act for substantially global deceiving.Because their works has been
nothing effective in actual global actions.
:ideology:
Ⅰ:ideology:
:ideology:establishing a strong belief to co
co--live in global people's mind.
Fact on religion,climate science,ideology on optimized political economics in emergency
technology on managing international and regional administrations in the emergency.
Ⅱ:technology
Ⅲ:technology on saving fooods
fooods,
Ⅳ:technology on saving non-carbon energy.
energy............
Ⅴ:Geo-Engineering on Arctic Cooling and Oceans Cooling.
Ⅵ:Geo-Engineering on growing massive carbon sink vegetations on land and in marine.
Ⅶ:Geo-Engineering by something strong carbon sink devices
These planning by research and development require massive experts and finance.
And also the task is emergent. A good example of the initiation is the works of AMEG in UK.
They had known well for the highest priority emergent problem
problem(Ⅴ) at now world.
A mere and silly elite's prestige has been causing this world toward hell.
[３]：A
Preparers and their desperate political enviroment
⒜Preparers
enviroment..
How to extract water from thin air.
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2013/03/11/how-to-extract-water-from-thin-air/
Recent American become aware threatening by climate and economy the W collapse
collapse.
2008 Lemming bankruptcy and the following severe recession,and recent unprecedented
draught,hurricane Katorina,Sunday,frequent tornados becoming stronger were decisive
to change their recognition on the W collapse.Thereby,they become to worry about saving
their livelihood and prepare for coming crisis. It is favorable to be aware reality of unstable
future,however it could not be solved essentially by local individual effort,but by global
political unite
unite. Also this decisive fact has been known for themselves the preparers.
Thereby, the decisive factor is entirely politics,however which yet have not become effective
in USA and also in the world.
A mere and silly elite's prestige has been causing this world toward hell.
⒝A
As for whole,what has been intercepting political progression toward better ?. It is
nothing ,but operation ENDGAME toward doomsday by the hounorable

and haughty elites,They are persons who never can admit own outrageous failures
failures(＝
nothing repentance ). A mere and silly few elite's prestige has been against God
(justice,truth,philanthropy toward stable social order)and causing this world hell.
A typical,but cruel fact example may be Japanese emperor tyrant at the war 2nd,who
feared domestic revolution against him by withdrawal from China and decided desperate
war against USA by "Hal note",which caused nation devastating by atomic bombs and long
lasting colonial nation-nization thereafter.
⒞http;//www.777true.net/Who-is-Wicked-in-High-Place.pdf
⒟The Bible
Bible,,Ephesians.
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.6:13 Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to
withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand.6:14 Stand therefore, having your
loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;6:15 And your feet
shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace;6:16 Above all, taking the shield of faith,
wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
⒠Al-Quran
Al-Quran,, 7. Al-A
Al-A’’raf
raf,ABDLH.YUSUF ALI:

http://www.alquran-english.com/7-al-araf/

.

011
011： It is We Who created you and gave you shape; then We bade the angels prostrate
to Adam, and they prostrate; not so Iblis; He refused to be of those who prostrate.
012： (Allah) said: “What prevented thee from prostrating when I commanded thee?” He
said: “I am better than he: Thou didst create me from fire, and him from clay.”
013：(Allah) said: “Get thee down from this: it is not for thee to be arrogant here: get out,
for thou art of the meanest (of creatures).”
014：He said: “Give me respite till the day they are raised up.”
015：(Allah) said: “Be thou among those who have respite.”
016：He said: “Because thou hast thrown me out of the way, lo! I will lie in wait for them
on thy straight way:
017：“Then will I assault them from before them and behind them, from their right and
their left: Nor wilt thou find, in most of them, gratitude (for thy mercies).”
018
018：(Allah) said: “Get out from this, disgraced and expelled. If any of them follow thee,Hell will I fill with you all.

Hitler's marvelous precise prediction
s on now world.
⒡Hitler's
predictions

An east experimental nation and west the implemental nations
nations(Hitler's prediction).
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
eternal
aristocracy would appeare by survival struggles.Then also would appeare "eternal
non adult group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.And
new aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading
top on all of them,new
new regime would be established in inner
person would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new
and outer side of nation.Also east region become giantic experimetal one,..........and then
new European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .
<translated by author from Japanese version>.
＊What is definition of child(＝non adult)?.It is entirely dependency on who care for them.
except few exceptions
Then turn to look at now world,almost now leaders in the world ,except
exceptions,
they seems good boys and girls who are obedient the God father(the ruler)>.Thereby,unless
reform(revolution)by employing dependent,but globaly cooperative genuine leaders
leaders,
the world could not be saved.Then what could determine genuine leaders ?..It is nothing,but
those who have gotten true recognition on the world now
now.
⒢Revolution is more terrible than defeating war !(F.Konoe Japan Emperor family).
http://tamutamu2011.kuronowish.com/konoejyousoubunn.htm
No word could be decisive,but this one that reveals fear mind of ruler.
Japan monarchy regime was established by UK operating revolution(1968).
http://www.777true.net/JapanUK.pdf
As you know,the 2nd war had caused massacre hell by the emperor.
⒣In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to

contribute something to solve overpopulation. .........Prince Philpp(UK imperial).
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/prince.html
Three Articles For Mass-Distribution: Rockefeller Depopulation Plans Exposed
⒤Three
http://www.infowars.com/three-articles-for-mass-distribution-rockefeller-depopulation-plans-exposed/

Thus,a tyrant is one who fear on own status decline and distrust and hate people
having become Satan !!!
(having
!!!),which turn to cause them wish massacre
massacre(terror
politics).Thereby,by anyhow,people never allow hereditary regime at all !!!.

=the principle to turn the upside down world.
[４]：the logical reciprocalty
reciprocalty=
wicked people in high place(ruler)

people not in high place

suicide society by emperor ruling

sustainable society by democracy

imperial,nobility,capitalist,politician,beurocrat

reorganizing world by righteous

,established ,journalist,scientist,elites

recognition on the world(truth by logic)

people and nation are those who should be non exploitations
exploited by nobility hereditary(eugenics)

strong mission for revolution to co-live
others＝strong motivation with strong money by "global wisdom integration"
ruling by fear on own decline
decline＝distrust

power conserving by hereditary regime

leader must be selected by his ability with

＝distrust others(tyranny,plutocracy)

equal oppotunity from nation widely

atheism
atheism＝distrust others

theism
theism(justice,truth,agape)

vanity and
power conserving by violence ,vanity

peace seeking world with global unite

deception
deception, with militalism-police-state and

toward "struggles" against the evils and

terror due to strong fear on status decline

against climate collapse.

capitalism and eugenics

socialism and co-living

economics of quasi-science

economics of genuine-science(END)
Economy Network Dynamics
total debt＝total bond,
freedom,equality,philanthropy
justice,truth,agape

free competition, market economy

co-operation,planed economy by END

winner get all,while defeater lose all

social welfare

money seeking soceity

harmony seeking society in tough life

material pleasure seeking society

minimum livelihood in climate war toward

with greedy and vanity competition

(the mission).
saving future world
world(the

strong delusional society !!!

fact awaken society !!!

society dividen
d with distrust others
vidend

society cooperative with trust others

criminal society-nization(distrust others)
wasteful society with massive consumption

non-carbon energy seeking society

carbon energy conserving world

global organizing toward Geo-Engineering

fascism
power follower society
society(fascism
fascism) to

by free research,speech and writing society,

conserve ancient regime

perpetual reforming society to be better !!!

going toward catastrophe of hell

going toward stabilized world

[５]：Concrete Examples:
＊Emergent Geo-Engineering to stop ice retreat by Arctic Cooling 2015.
The world destiny entirely depends only on this project establishment by full concentration of
global moneytary and technical power!!!.
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/how-to-cool-arctic.html
http://arctic-news.blogspot.jp/p/global-extinction-within-one-human.html
http;//www.777true.net/Time-Estimation-on-Arctic-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http;//www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-with-Geo_Engineering_Part_D.pdf

＊water becomes fuel
fuel,, the supreme energy technology
technology、
Show the experiment and verify the truth by global someone,which would determine our
future destiny！！Oil industry has been hating this ！！(now on revised version！！）
http://www.777true.net/Water-Electrolysis-by-Charge-Density-Wave-could-Create-Energy.pdf

It's not ordinal DC electrolysis,but water molecule splitting into hydorogen gas(and oxygen
CDW
one) by unipolor pulse(charge density wave=CDW
CDW).Positive unipolar pulse CDW in water is
stream of hydrogen +ions themselves which is terminated at cathode by electron capturing
with simuletaneous hydrogen gas geneartion.Hereupon,CDW can be radiated from
anode(capacitive antenna) without large energy,but with small feroelectric loss one.
Generally to tell,a capacitor(without feroelectric loss energy) never consume electric
power.The secret mechanism of energy creation is due to quantumn gravitational field(the
creator of this universe from "nothing").
０＝＋Ｅ(availabe energy)－Ｅ(negative gravity field energy(attraction force) in universe）.

The best costperformance is most established clasical method of solar heater &
＊The
wind turbine for cooking,water boiling ,electric power generating.
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP
526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=pUxrUZHlCpOjiQfF2IGgCQ&ved=0CC8QsA
Q&biw=1280&bih=732

http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=solar+heater+cooker,pictures&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP
526JP526&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=_UxrUZfVLsnliAfI8IHQCQ&ved=0CC8
QsAQ&biw=1280&bih=732
http://www.google.co.jp/search?q=wind+turbine&hl=ja&rlz=1T4GGHP_jaJP526JP526&tbm
=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=dF1tUfzHKomhiAeyt4HYBQ&ved=0CEcQsAQ&biw=1
280&bih=732

Mechanism of ElectroMagnetic Weapon
HAARP(hypocenter destruction by
＊Mechanism
Weapon＝HAARP(hypocenter
Charge Density Wave Forcusing=CDW)
Forcusing=CDW)..
http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf
http://endthelie.com/books-and-reading-material/haarp-exposed/#axzz2EqAJJzxd
This has been threatenning against global deomocrat movement by secret US troop,
This fact must emergently be publicly revealed to the world to debate and settle.
arthquake prediction by obseving anormal phenomena of sesimic
＊Ｅarthquake
electromagnetism.
http://www.777true.net/Earthquake-Prediction-by-Phenomena-of-Seismic-Electromagnetism1_2.pdf

Hypocenter with ultra pressure has become electron-less black hole.which is to be
recovered normal state by hypocenter mechanical destruction(=triggering earthquake).Then
ground surface charge is to be exchanged from negative to positive.
In 2015, Uruguay will produce 90% of its electricity from renewable
＊In
renewable,,Uruguay 1/09/'13
http://www.greenetvert.fr/2013/01/09/en-2015-luruguay-produira-90-de-son-electricite-grace
-au-renouvelable/70728
Beginning in 2015, Uruguay could become a world leader in the field of renewable energy,
with production dominated 45% by hydropower, 30% wind and 15% biomass.
Is 70% Percent Renewable Power Possible?Portugal Just Did it For 3 Months
＊Is
Months..
http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2013/04/14/1858811/is-70-renewable-power-possible-portu
gal-just-did-it-for-3-months/

